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l

The Future of Almost Everything



Nearly Everything Will MIGRATE To ...

WEBSITES
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We're Pretty Much Limiting This Conversation To “Books” As Websites

IN THE FUTURE:

• Creating physical printed books with Text and 
Graphics will fade away. Johann Gutenberg, you 
“done good” in revolutionizing our lives.

• Today's eBooks will become mere flotsam on a 
larger ocean of communication. 

• Smartphones and tablets will be two devices 
through which 80% or more of all digital content is 
experienced. That and all-wall ScreenPaper.

• Virtual Reality (VR) will be a massive paradigm 
shift in communication devices. Websites will 
migrate there as well. Few minds fully understand 
how revolutionary this will be. 

• Blockchain and Ledger protocols with smart con-
tracts and property will become integrated with 
payment systems that will revolutionize the world 
economy. (And more.)

Rather than buying an individual “BOOK”, you'll be 
buying ACCESS to a website that contains the all-
media / all file extensions “book”. 

Bring a significant PAUSE to your reading and ponder 
the implications of the above. 

IMAGINE an owner-less and autonomous company liv-
ing on a blockchain with smart contracts controlling 
smart property and collecting the money. 

A “book publisher” no less! Oh my!
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Thought Experiment

“O.K., what's it gonna be like to “read” one of your 
fancy website FutureBook Projects?

Rather than going to a physical or online bookstore, 
you'll go to a website dedicated to a specific “book”. 
You'll buy access and enter via your secure ID such as 
your email and password. Or, face recognition software 
on your smartphone.

This is when you begin to observe the Quantum Entan-
glement underlying everything related to the structure 
of a FutureBook Project (FBP). 

On a website-based FBP, all things related to the central
subject, topic and theme are happily ensconced ready 
for you to experience. On any screen anyplace and any-
time the Internet exists.

Importantly, “all things related” can be in the form of 
ANY digital file. [What was that?]
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Making it SIMPLE: 

Every digital file extension in existence can be ware-
housed and used on a website. Try that with ANY other 
kind of book; print, eBook, whatever. 

Available to read, watch, hear and use.  Some can even 
be downloaded to a computer-controlled machine or 
Internet of Things (IoT) device. 

Including Owner Manuals in nearly any language and 
read with something like Google Glass, A.I. or A.G.

For any particular subject, all relevant files can be 
stored on just one website. 

At the Go2Fun Boutique, everything is   free, uncopy  -  
righted   and   easy to access   after paying a small one-
time Cover Charge. THAT’S different, isn’t it?

FutureBook Projects
published as websites

DRAMATICALLY AND DYNAMICALLY PLACES
THE WORLD IN YOUR HANDS
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Her Name Is New Dawn
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A Bedtime Story

Once upon a time not far away, a new kind of homo 
sapien female dropped out of the Cloud and wielded 
the mighty sword of CHAnGE.

Her name is not Charlie, Newbie or even Sue. 

Her name is New Dawn. (ND as in “Indie”.)

ND started life loving Johann Gutenberg's wonderful 
printed books. She still loves them. 

With the future fiercely bearing down on the Great 
Hordes, she was anointed by the Goddess Serendipity 
to save Luddites from relentlessly shuffling bent-over 
and backward into the future. 

Knowing history, she knew early man had created cave 
art eventually discovered in caves near Altamira, Spain. 
[My wife and I viewed the actual 20,000 year old paintings 
shown above in 1966.]
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Since the Stone Age, images and symbols have been 
recorded as an expression of Mind.

It was mankind's “first light” saying to the universe; 
Look! — comes now the mind of man. 

ND understood new ways of communicating were 
always leaking into existence. 

— Yelling, screaming and grunting leaked into
 
— Flailing arms; flailing arms leaked into

— Fire; fire leaked into smoke signals

— Smoke signals leaked into barking spiders.

[OOPS! Just funnin'.]

Eventually, C  uneiform   was born. 

After that came an explosion of alphabets, symbols and
artful graphics used to convey meaning and communi-
cation with others.
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Ancient Scribes laboriously toiled away penning every 
letter and drawing every graphic in an individual book. 
Then, along came Johann Gutenberg with his printing 
press with movable type that CHAnGEd the world.

Gutenberg   really     did   change the world  . A paradigm 
shift of the first order.

ND was there when photographic images began to 
appear. Soon, silent movies were all the rage. Piano 
players had full employment.

Then, BAM! — movies could play music thereby expos-
ing the squeaky voices of a few so-called manly men. 

Bison cave art became horses ridden by Cowboys & 
Indians. Clumpity-clumping and clippity-clopping into 
the sunset. Life was good; it could be handled. 

After this, ND needed a little rest so she took a nap.

Waking up, she realized Radio and TV had smote the 
minds of mankind like a tsunami flooding into brains.  
Many discovered their minds had actually been washed
out to sea. Their ability to think, GONE. Kaput.

So, here were devices that broadcast sights and sounds 
through the air while riding on electromagnetic energy 
waves. (Imagine Lewis & Clark experiencing that during 
their Expedition back in 1804 to 1806?)

Paradigm Shift, indeed.

Soon enough, ND got her wits together and was ready 
to face the computer revolution. 

In the early days (1950’s) of the Computer Age, ND 
observed computers were able to impressively calcu-
late the X-Y coordinates of a rocket trajectory. 

Very important to get it right.
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One of these computers filled the space equal to a large
house inside Michelson Laboratory at the Naval Ordi-
nance Test Station [N.O.T.S.], China Lake, CA. 

Yours truly knows; he was there as an engineering aide.

The Computer Age prepared ND for what lie ahead. She
gathered her resources and prepped for another one of
those paradigm-shifting thingies.

THE INTERNET!

Being awesomely intelligent, she was way ahead of the 
curve when it came to understanding the ramifications 
of what the Internet would bring. 

To the Luddites, she often let fly poetic Scream 
Screeches over and over again. 

“It's the Singularity, you Blödmann!” 

So, one day she whispered (leaked) those words into 
the ears of people like Vernor Vinge, Ray Kurzweil and 
Peter Diamandis. A band or really smart dudes.

This gave birth to describing how the rate-of-CHAnGE 
for nearly everyone is increasing. This is when ND got 
her scheisse together to tell us what lies over the hori-
zon. It was surely going to be a humdinger (un-German 
slang from the Okie-Talk language of Ancient Ones).
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ND's grandson, NewbieSon (NS), was about to enter a 
place of higher learning. An institution where “Bricks & 
Mortar” was the structure housing a media studio of 
computer screens and servers. 

A one-room schoolhouse for eclectic higher learning. 
Importantly, the Headmaster of this institution was 
none other than the great Professor Irwin Corey.

The professor welcome  d   N  S   to this sainted world as he 
enrolled in all the Greater Online Lickety-split Lectures 
Of Energetic Enterprises (GOLL-EE) courses. 

His first course was Physics 101 taught by Professor 
Walter Lewin, formally of M.I.T. (Nobel Prize winner?)

All he gets for his tuition is a one-line URL:  
www.Physics101.GOLL-EE.com. [A learning experience.]

That's it!

NS is Thunderstruck way beyond Guffaw & Giggles.

No getting out of bed to attend classes. His smart-
phone, tablet and Virtual Reality devices are at hand. 
All constantly enhanced by AI, AR and Google Home. 
The latter itself constantly updated by AI.
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After managing all his dainty but required bodily func-
tions, he takes 30 seconds to dress and finally settles 
down to work on the task of learning Physics 101. 

NS wants to get through this first physics lecture before 
he takes on Prattling Professor Potter (PeePee) who 
has a delusional understanding of economics.

Professor PeePee, a fellow traveler of the Keynesian 
Cargo Cult, is one of those doddering ol' twits who likes 
to pretend he knows something. Anything! He believes 
he’s much smarter than Professor Irwin Corey.

Known far and wide as a charter member of Greater 
Academia, PeePee often exposes great Gobs Of Total 
Stupidity (GOTS) as in “Now I’ve gotcha, you S.O.B.!”

Along with envy-saturation, GOTS gets insufferably bor-
ing when he’s barking about his precious PeePee’s The-
orem. Hypocrisy & Denial live rent free in his mind.

Professor PeePee's Theorem from the horse’s mouth:

“Put down what you have and seek what you want. 
What you loot from others determines what you get. 
When you bugger ‘em right, you'll get everything FREE 
according to your needs and the weak backs of others.

If you loot wrong; cross your eyes, pass wind and start 
over. There's always another Capitalist Pig waiting to 
be slaughtered. Michael Moore said so.”
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PeePee's Theorem became spectacularly well-known in 
Greater Academia and the Mainstream Press (MSM). 
That's because everything about it was pure GOTS, 
wrong-headed and USELESS! 

Regardless, NS downloaded his first Physics 101 lesson 
as both PDF and VR streaming files. (He liked using the 
highlighting and note taking abilities of his PDF reader.)

While he waited, he quickly looked at the Contents and 
Index page for the lesson. Included, of course, were 
text and drawings showing the problems and available 
tools to be used for solving same.

At one point, NS couldn't remember a required algebra 
operation. Google Home gave him a few choices where 
he might find the answer. 

One was a link into the Khan Academy where the 
answer was available. It was also in the PDF Index. 

Grateful, he clicked the link, watched a 10-minute video
that well-explained the specific algebraic operation and 
returned to the lesson. All for free.

(Just as the video ended, Professor PeePee sent a pop-
up note that NS was overdue for his lecture. An impor-
tant lecture on Feeding The World’s Poor For FREE.)

Throughout Physics 101, many Virtual Reality files were 
streamed to his VR device illustrating whatever princi-
ple of physics were being taught. 

VR Vertigo was reduced to M = MC². Quantum Entan-
glement took care of the rest. [What?]

Creation of these impressive VR presentations had 
been outsourced to the now ubiquitous VR animation 
studios around the world. Soon enough, NS completed 
the course and moved on to the rest of his curriculum. 
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GET TESTY

After each course was completed, NS logged in to the 
Worldwide Accreditation Testing Lab (WATL). 

Signing in with his encrypted biological data, he takes 
the appropriate test. The camera on his device records 
the test session using time-stamped face recognition 
software to verify ID. “I am who I is.”

Authorized by NewbieSon, the results (right down to 
individual answers) are transparent, online and avail-
able for all inquiries. Employers noticed. 

Tests were put together by really competent teachers in
over 100 languages. The test was then peer-reviewed 
by a panel of the Best-of-the-Best.

No   Old Tenured Ill-Tempered Twittering Sycophants   
(Old TITTS) were used to create the tests.

Time to pause and reflect upon things ELIMINATED 
from the old-fashioned Status Quo learning process. 

• No expensive real estate   called a campus.

• No expensive textbooks  . Everything related to the 
course is in the Cloud on a website using all-media 
and every known file extension.

• No traveling   to gain higher education.

• No geographical restrictions   limiting one's opportu-
nity to learn. Everything's available worldwide any-
where the Internet exists. 

• No outdated courses  . They are immediately 
updated when new peer-ratified knowledge is 
available. (Eventually, there will be Google Homes 
and Echos for all of education.)
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• No specific moment in time   required to take a 
course. Learning becomes time convenient for both
students and teachers. 

• No student loans to repay  . The courses are tiny 
fractions of current costs. Free, or nearly free.

FURTHER BENEFITS

• Ongoing physical/online social engagement   with 
friends and family in student’s home community.

• Worldwide online social activities   with other stu-
dents are expanded. Corroboration and communi-
cation skills are improved as well.

• Real-time help available   in the appropriate lan-
guage by an on-duty teaching staff for the specific 
course being taken.

• Students learn at their own pace   and may review 
lessons as many times as necessary to acquire the 
necessary knowledge, skills and wisdom. 

• Total transparency   of course-certification process. 
Interested parties know if the student knows what
he thinks he knows. Or not.
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New Dawn's Vision — FutureBooks As Websites
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Imaginings

Over time, one of the most important “Rules of Life” 
this Ol' Fuss has learned is to take a rational principle or
system and try to make heroic attempts applying it to 
every possible area of my life.

“Everything leaks. Everywhere. All the time.” is one of 
those principles that’s obvious but seems to have gen-
erated too little respect much of the time.

A great philosophy, principle or system will grow more 
useful and productive in one's life if you let it.

You’ll just love it when critical thinking, logic and rea-
son are the fundamental tools used to successfully 
apply principles and systems for stayin’ alive.

From the time since the cave art of Altamira was cre-
ated, every book, image or video in existence can now 
become a website. 

Think about that. Think what can be added to remod-
eled “books” to further illustrate and communicate the 
unexplored knowedge gained by using all media, etc.

That is, authors migrating existing “books” to a Future-
Book Project. They can use Text when exciting imagina-
tion, Audio-video when showing action and Graphics 
when illustrating beauty. 

When Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) are ubiquitous, authors might 
turn us into mere mutants drowning in a pool of primal 
soup laced with Information Overload. GLORY BE!
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Look what already exists: School As A Website.
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From now on, these Free Riders promise to never walk bent-over and backward into the future again.

They’re heading for the Go2Fun Boutique where FutureBook Projects (FBP) are
free, uncopyrighted and delivered as a service after a tiny parking fee.

Get in the line and join the Free Riders.
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